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Key messages from Working Paper 3

The revised OM should (in our view): 

1. Differentiate more between short term innovation effects or innovation 
output and long term innovation outcome i.e. business performance

2. Signal that there is a wide range of potential external data sources, 
however in practice availability of data can still be problematic

3. Focus on how to (re)use administrative data for measuring business 
performance and thus link business performance and innovation data 

4. Use record linking rather than statistical matching: incidential (synthetic
linking) versus durable solution (linking at level of individual firms).

5. Point at strategies of NSO’s to implement micro data linking in practice

6. Flag the need to further experiment and gain experience with data 
linking in the years to come



Scope of the Oslo Manual (v3)
Differentiate more between short term innovation effects or innovation 
output and long term innovation outcome i.e. business performance
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Availability of external data sources?
Signal that there is a wide range of potential external data sources, however 
in practice availability of data can still be problematic

Primary data
• survey NSO

Secundary data
• public sector data = 

administrative data 
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Availability of external data sources?
Signal that there is a wide range of potential external data sources, however 
in practice availability of data can still be problematic

Presumption is that external data is available, however there 
are multiple preconditions to be met. Data need to be:

1. High quality. Data to be provided by a stabile data holder and 
individual records need to be discernable (record linking) or 
characteristics of the sample known (statistical matching)

2. Accessible e.g. not limited due to e.g. legal conditions & pricing

3. Re-usable. Condition might apply to te re-use of data (privacy 
concerns, different pricing regimes regarding use and re-use or lack of 
transparency, accountability, etc.)

4. Comprehensible (machine readable, structured, enough meta-data)



Where to measure outcome/business performance? 
Focus on how to (re)use administrative data for measuring business 
performance 

Advantages
1. more efficient

2. lowers administrative 
burden

3. allows innovation data to 
be linked to a wide variety 
of outcome variables

4. data quality (accuracy, 
completeness, actuality) is 
high

Preconditions
a. integrated statistical 

production system and use 
of unique identifiers for 
enterprises (by NSOs)

b. measures re. privacy 
(anonymization, privacy by 
design) and security 
(authentication, access)

c. accept that data were 
originally collected for other 
purposes

d. accept that NSO has less 
control over data collection, 
processing, pricing etc



Linking micro-data
Use record linking rather than statistical matching as it is more flexible and
permanent solution for data integration

Same population, overlapping 
groups of units

Same population, 
two independent samples, no 

overlapping units
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Privacy and security aspects of record linking
Use record linking rather than statistical matching as it is more flexible and
permanent solution for data integration …but raises privacy & security issues

The golden standard is to link at the level of individual records that have a universal definition 
and a globally unique ID. In principle, any new data source or new attribute can - ex post - be 
linked to the set of units.…but privacy and security issues need to be dealt with. This can be 
done in various ways 

➢ Forbid the re-use of data sources with personal or confidential data altogether;

➢ Prior anonymization by the data holder (forcing NSOs to use partial identifiers i.e. using a 
statistical matching technique to do record linking);

➢ Use of parallel set of  unique IDs (see example Innovation box);

➢ Privacy by design by data aggregators (aggregate data in such a way that it is impossible 
to reverse-engineer  the aggregation process e.g. by micro-aggregation before linking)

➢ Privacy by design by individuals through distributed  information systems (distributed 
hash tables, block chain technology, use of ledgers, etc.)

➢ Micro-aggregation after record linkage (to guarantee privacy) 

➢ Authorize only selected individuals to get access

➢ Allow for on site use only

➢ Prior screening of external users



Implementing data linking (or not) in practice
OM rev 3 should point at strategies of NSOs to implement data linking in 
practice

A. The NSO makes the linkage in-house and publishes the 
linked data

B. The NSO makes the linkage in-house, but leaves it to third 
parties (e.g. external researchers to publish on the data

C. The NSO provides data sets that can be linked but leaves 
the actual linking (and publishing) to third parties 

D. The NSO does not provide data sets that can be linked



Evaluation the Innovation Box fiscal scheme
Linking CIS micro-data with external data sources
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Evaluation the Innovation Box fiscal scheme
Linking CIS micro-data with external data sources
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Different ways to obtain data from external sources
(back up)

other
GOV 

agency

Target units
• Households
• enterprises

Data aggregators
• NSO’s
• other government

bodies
• commercial data 

suppliers

Devices
• sensors

Primary dataSecundary data
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2A/2B
NSO
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